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Introduction
COVID-19 first appeared in Wuhan, China, as SARS-CoV-2, was named
by the World Health Organization's International Commission on
Classification of Diseases, and on March 11, 2020, as a pandemic Introduced
worldwide. Corona phobia leads to excessive mental involvement in the
physical signs and symptoms of COVID-19. The present study aimed to
investigate the role of social media use, cognitive flexibility, and anxiety
sensitivity in predicting corona phobia in students.

Method
The present study is a descriptive correlational study. The statistical
population of the study included the second high school students in Rasht in
the academic year 2020-2021. In the present study, 170 students participated
in the study using the available sampling method. To collect data from the
Fear Coronavirus 2019 Ahorsu et al. (2019); The use of social networks was
used by Shi et al. (2014), cognitive flexibility Dennis & Vander Wal (2010),
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and anxiety sensitivity Taylor et al. (2007). To collect data, questionnaires
were first uploaded to Google Docs. The link was then provided to the
students and they were asked to answer the questions at an appropriate time.
Finally, the data were analyzed by SPSS 24.

Results
The results showed that the use of social networks and anxiety sensitivity
had a positive and significant correlation with corona phobia (p<0.01). In
contrast, there was a significant negative relationship between cognitive
flexibility and corona phobia (p<0.01). The correlation coefficient of
predictor variables with students' corona phobia is 0.78 and these 7 variables
were able to significantly predict 61% of corona phobia changes (p<0.001).
Also, according to the beta value, the variables of perception of
controllability (β = -0.40), physical factor (β= 0.34), Perception of multiple
alternatives (β= -0.29), cognitive factor (β= 0.281), social factor (β= 0.22),
featured usage (β= 0.18), Perception of behavior justification (β= -0.17) and
affective experience (β= 0.15) are the most significant effects in predicting
corona phobia (p<0.01).

Conclusion
Based on the findings, it can be concluded that there is a direct
relationship between social networks, cognitive flexibility, and anxiety
sensitivity with corona phobia in students. Two years have passed since the
outbreak of COVID-19 and the deadly virus is still mutating, measures need
to be taken to control the use of social media and increase students' mental
health. For this purpose, it is suggested that parents, teachers, and school
officials hold workshops and scientific meetings to increase students'
awareness.
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